
Oil

Following a couple of bullish sessions, the international oil market calmed down yesterday and fell slightly, with the Brent front month 
contract closing the day at 78,28 USD/bbl. The market continues down early Thursday, as economic concerns and a strengthening US 
dollar offset the bullish signals such as reduced export from Iraq and higher demand in China. The market also keeps an eye on the most 
recent key figures on US inventories. 

Gas

The uptrend on the European gas market continued yesterday, although the increases are still not in any way comparable with the 
rapid gains we experienced during parts of last year. LNG supply to Europe has recently been reduced due to the strike in France. This 
would be very critical for the market, had it not been for the very well-filled storages across the continent. We expect a largely neutral 
development today.

Coal
Wednesday, we saw largely sideways trading on the European coal market, where the API 2 contract closed at 139,28 USD/t, almost flat 
compared to the previous close. The market remains well-supplied, but bullish support from gas as well as cold weather on parts of the 
continent offsets the bearish sentiment. 

Carbon
Prices continued to rise on the European carbon market yesterday. The EC plan to allow extra allowances to be sold on the market to 
finance green initiatives will not include as large volumes as previously anticipated, something which was bullishly interpreted by the 
market. The benchmark contract closed at 90,29 EUR/t and continues upwards early Thursday.

Hydro
Temperatures in the Nordic area are expected around 3-4 degrees below average this week. Next week, the level will increase to only 
1-2 degrees below average. Precipitation is meanwhile expected well below average, as goes for wind output, and the outlook therefore 
remains bullish for the Nordic power market. 

Germany
Rising gas and carbon prices led to a bullish session on the German power market as well yesterday. The country’s 2024 contract rose 
to 139,01 EUR/MWh, up 1,50 EUR/MWh against the previous close. Temperatures in Germany are expected around 3-4 degrees below 
average during the coming week, and we consider a another modest uptick as likely today as well, since the forecasts remain quite cold.

Equities
It appears, at least for now, as if the financial markets are managing to find some foothold following the recent scares. Yesterday, risk 
appetite increased again and both the European and the US markets edged up during the day. The first signals today also point towards 
a bullish start, as the European futures are up around 0,4 %. 

Conclusion

On the Nordic power market, we saw the development with rising prices on the short end of the curve and a more neutral sentiment on 
the long end of the curve continue yesterday. The Q2-23 contract, which will go into delivery at the end of this week, rose to 66,60 EUR/
MWh yesterday amid cold forecasts and bullish gas, German power, whereas the 2024 contract traded flat at 63,25 EUR/MWh. Today, 
the short-term contracts open sideways, but increases later in the day cannot be ruled out.
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28-mar 112,79 93,43 77,55 85,17 43,08 108,91 88,42 April 94,50 97,50 72,75 76,75 71,55 102,75 81,75

29-mar 116,06 115,89 102,77 114,80 102,64 112,80 104,35 Q2-23 100,60 100,60 61,60 71,60 61,10 90,60 66,60

30-mar 81,20 83,96 70,32 83,96 72,87 92,02 84,52 2024 121,25 120,45 61,40 77,25 59,25 91,25 63,25


